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December 17, 2018 

	
DECISION	

	
	 	 	 	 	

 Protest TWUS-16-18 post 
Ballots with no postmarks 

 

By email dated December 6, 2018, Joseph Campbell, on behalf of the 

Transport Workers United Slate, filed a protest alleging that ballots that had no 

Post Office processing stamp and postage verification stamp should not be 

counted. The protester implies that any ballot without such markings did not go 

through the Post Office. 

 

During this election, as with prior elections, many ballot envelopes are 

received by the AAA without any postmarks or other Post Office processing 

markings. I spoke with a representative of the AAA who advised me that this is 

not unusual, in this Union’s elections and in other elections run by the AAA. I 

note that the Election Rules appear to anticipate that some ballots will be 

returned without postmarks. Rule VI(F)(4) reads: If more than one ballot is 

received by the AAA from any person, the last posted ballot will be the one 

counted. The AAA will note the day of receipt of any ballot(s) received from a 

person sent a duplicate ballot, so that the order of posting of multiple ballots 

received might be determined in the absence of a postmark.” (emphasis 

added) Observers had the right to follow ballots as they traveled from the Post 

Office to the AAA office where they were held securely until the day of the count. 

There is no evidence to support the prot4ester’s assertion that the absence of a 

postmark should invalidate the ballot. 



 

Protest denied. 

 

 In accordance with the International Constitution and the Election Rules, 

any interested party unsatisfied with this determination may appeal to the 

Transport Workers Union of America Committee on Appeals.  Any appeal shall 

be in writing and shall be filed in accordance with the procedure set forth in 

Article IV(B)(9) of the Election Rules and Article XXII of the International 

Constitution for the appeal to the International from decisions of Local Unions. 
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